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Cin7 Integrates With QuickBooks Enterprise 
 
Integration combines on-premise accounting software with the flexibility and economy of 

cloud-based inventory management 
 
AUCKLAND  – July 2, 2018 – Cin7, a world leader in cloud-based inventory management now integrates 
with QuickBooks Enterprise, one of North America’s most popular desktop-based accounting solutions. 
 
The integration opens the door for QuickBooks Enterprise users that have invested in a feature-rich, 
on-premise accounting solution but also need flexible, comprehensive inventory management to meet the 
demands of modern, multi-channel commerce. 
 
“Cin7 recognizes the fact that many businesses in North America have preferred to keep vital systems 
within their internal networks,” says Cin7 Founder and Chief Architect Danny Ing. “Our integration with 
Enterprise takes those businesses one big step further towards the cloud, giving them the ability to control 
stock everywhere they hold and sell products.” 
 
Cin7 gives QuickBooks Enterprise users the flexibility to manage stock and automate sales processes 
across all their channels. Multi-channel retailers, distributors, wholesalers and franchises use Cin7’s 
built-in features and integrations to control stock at the POS, through eCommerce websites and online 
marketplaces, with big box retail trading partners and more. 
 
“Cin7 gives powerful cloud-based inventory management to QuickBooks Enterprise users, without the 
astronomical cost of integrating on-premise software with multiple channels,” Ing says. “This is especially 
important for growing businesses that want to scale, add new channels, or expand to overseas markets.” 
 
Using Cin7, such companies have a real-time and accurate view of stock levels, stock values, and cost of 
goods sold. With QuickBooks Enterprise, they can easily understand their gross profits, with a few clicks 
of their mouse. 
 
Find out more about Cin7.  
 

### 
 
About Cin7 
Cin7 is an all-in-one, cloud-based inventory solution that provides real-time visibility, control, and reporting to manage 
inventory from one end of the supply chain to the other. Cin7 includes built-in production, warehouse, POS, and B2B 
eCommerce functionality, along with a growing list of third-party integrations. Optimized for growing, multi-channel 
companies that need efficient, cost-effective inventory management at a fraction of the cost of a full ERP system. 
Cin7 is “Connected Inventory”, bridging the gap between suppliers and sales channels to give end-to-end supply 
chain control. Headquartered in Auckland, New Zealand, Cin7 also has offices in the United States and the United 
Kingdom. To learn more, visit www.cin7.com. 
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